Get more with GetThere.

Learn More
Call 1.800.850.3906 or visit
www.getthere.com

Did you know?
TripCase is a mobile travel app
used by millions of travelers
globally. Now with TripCase
Corporate, trips booked in
GetThere are automatically
imported to TripCase.

Key features
• GetThere integration: Enable
travelers to make policy- and
preferred vendor-compliant
reservations from their
smartphones
• Corporate enrollment:
Simplify the TripCase sign-up
process
• Business trip designation:
Gain insight into employee
business travel, regardless of
booking source¹
• Corporate messaging: Send
travelers relevant messages
related to security and
corporate policy
• Self-service reporting: Gain
a deeper understanding of
traveler activity with reporting
dashboards¹
• Corporate privacy: Prevent
corporate trip data from being
shared with third parties
• Ad-free itineraries: Deliver
ad-free company-branded
documents to travelers
• Development tools: Access
the TripCase API to import and
export booking data¹
¹ Features coming soon

TripCase Corporate

Overview
One of the world’s most popular travel apps has been upgraded for business travel. TripCase
Corporate is a premium set of services designed specifically for corporations that enhances
TripCase, the free itinerary management solution that millions of travelers enjoy today. TripCase
Corporate is available exclusively through GetThere and our resellers.
TripCase Corporate delivers valuable reporting, messaging and security features for travel
managers, plus an enhanced user experience. Corporations get a single itinerary management
solution that streamlines company travel and keeps corporations and travelers connected.
Travelers using GetThere can already access their full GetThere sites from tablet devices, and
book air and hotel reservations, view and share travel plans, check flight status and contact their
travel agency from smartphones. TripCase Corporate gives corporations the ability to:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide travelers with integrated itinerary management services
Send travelers relevant messages related to security and corporate policy
Simplify the TripCase registration process for travelers
Uncover bookings made outside of corporate policy
Track product adoption and traveler behavior

How it works
TripCase Corporate takes TripCase to the next level. Travelers
get the freedom to manage their itineraries, the power to stay
connected with their latest trip details, the control to book trips
within corporate policy and the ability to designate trips as
business. Travel managers can effectively manage and improve
their programs via corporate messaging and on-demand selfservice reports and configuration tools.
New premium services are available via TripCase Corporate that
extend a travel manager’s reach and provide more insight into
the fragmented processes of corporate travel:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GetThere booking site integration
Easy company enrollment options
Business trip designation for sharing and reporting
Corporate itinerary messaging
Enhanced privacy features
Ad-free user interface
Access to development tools

TripCase Corporate is
integrated with GetThere
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Did you know?
TripCase Corporate is available
exclusively through GetThere and
our resellers.

Travel manager benefits
TripCase Corporate gives travel managers newfound visibility into bookings made outside of
the managed travel program. Travelers can designate when their trip is for business, allowing
TripCase to capture the itinerary and share with a company via an easy-to-read, self-service
dashboard. Even information on reservations booked outside of the managed channel is
captured and may be shared within the dashboard, providing a more complete picture of a
company’s travel activities and greater understanding of traveler behavior.

Key benefits

Traveler benefits

• Streamline operations by
offering a preferred itinerary
management app
• Gain insight into trips booked
outside the managed
channel:
• Duty of care – keep track
of your travelers abroad
• Reporting – get a more
accurate picture of traveler
spend and behavior
• Use additional data visibility in
negotiation with suppliers
• Stay in touch with travelers on
the road
• Reinforce key messaging
while travelers are on the road

Corporations can automate the TripCase Corporate sign-up process for travelers, reinforce
policy-compliant and preferred vendor bookings, and send relevant time- and location-based
policy messages to travelers on the road. Travelers will also benefit by being able to designate
trips and items of trips as business. They can view their corporate itineraries free of third-party
advertisements and with their company branding intact.

Company benefits
Corporations can send employees important policy information,
security notices, safety tips and more while they travel. These alerts
help reinforce policy compliance and safety precautions at the most
relevant and critical point in the trip process – while a traveler is on
the road. TripCase Corporate ensures privacy by preventing data
from being shared with third parties. Coming soon, corporations
will be given access to a set of development tools that will allow
them to send multi-GDS and non-GDS trip information such as
meetings, ground transportation and restaurant reservations into
TripCase through a set of APIs. These same tools will soon allow
corporations to extract information from a TripCase itinerary for
custom reporting capabilities.

Get more with GetThere
TripCase Corporate is just one innovative part comprising the
complete GetThere corporate online booking system. A majority
of the BTN Corporate Travel 100 rely on GetThere to streamline
processes, improve supplier and contract management, and achieve
ongoing and sustainable savings in corporate travel spend.
Contact your GetThere representative by calling 1-800-850-3906 or
visiting www.getthere.com to learn more.

Alert your travelers
to policy reminders
and security tips via
TripCase Corporate
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